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1. Introduction

As democracy encounters challenges worldwide, authoritarian regimes have begun to rise in both number and power. Both Russia and China have raised global alarm through recent acts of aggression and economic coercion, highlighting the threats that authoritarian global powers hold for adversaries. However, the threats facing democracies reach far beyond Russia and China. Recent evidence from V-Dem, a Swedish nonprofit that tracks democracy worldwide, found that democracy is in decline all over the world, including in countries aligned with Western liberal democracies. The post-Cold War order is under pressure from threats internal and external. These threats highlight the need for policymakers to develop new tools to counter these threats while also improving domestic capacities. With open military confrontation with authoritarian powers such as China and Russia undesirable and regime change an unsuccessful tactic, where should policymakers turn to protect democratic values and prevent further aggression against liberal democracies?

One area with massive room for improvement is that of economic sanctions. Having come under significant criticism in recent years for their ineffectiveness and tendency to inflict severe harm on civilians, sanctions have understandably become an emblem for failed Western policies. As their utilization has risen in the post-Cold War era, their effectiveness has declined, with unintended consequences often undermining stated aims. While sanctions have primarily been a tool utilized by the U.S., the European Union (EU), and the United Nations (UN), others are starting to adopt these tactics as well. China has begun to flex its economic coercion muscles, exerting pressure on alleged threats ranging from Lithuania to Australia. Meanwhile, other regional organizations have also joined in, as the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) has implemented sanctions against numerous member states that have undergone coups.

Sanctions as a policy tool are here to stay, which means insuring their effectiveness is crucial. Economic sanctions in their current form face numerous challenges, from the aforementioned unintended civilian harm to money laundering networks utilized to circumvent financial restrictions. While sanctions have come under legitimate criticism and have indeed declined in effectiveness, there are strategies to reverse this trend.

To combat authoritarianism and aggression on the world stage, liberal democracies need a comprehensive and coordinated sanctions strategy to maximize effectiveness. The first step is to utilize sanctions with more strategic focus. Unfortunately, sanctions have become a tool of first resort for policymakers to portray themselves as taking action, which has ultimately blunted the impact sanctions could potentially carry. In tandem with this step is ensuring that every sanction has a clearly communicated strategic objective, so that the targeted nations understand what is required of them to remove said sanctions.

Increasing transparency would ensure that domestic and international firms are aware of sanctions regulations, and help prevent “overcompliance” from banks. Similarly, coordinating with local and international human aid organizations to ensure that vital resources can reach civilians will help prevent civilian suffering and ensure the targets of sanctions are the ones who feel the brunt of the impact. Communicating the specifics of sanctions in a clear and transparent manner to civilians, international corporations and banks, and nonprofit and NGO actors is a crucial factor to sanctions implementation. This will ensure both heightened compliance with sanctions and help eliminate the gray areas that prevent actors working to assist civilians in impacted areas from running afoul of sanctions.

Yet sanctions reforms alone will not be enough. Addressing domestic vulnerabilities would likewise enhance the impact of sanctions. The U.S. and the U.K. have become notorious locations for money laundering, which benefits elites in nations such as Russia who wish to circumvent economic restrictions. As the attempts to sanction Russia have clearly displayed, accelerating the transition to renewable energies is another crucial step that must be undertaken. This would both ensure an inhabitable planet for future generations, and decrease reliance upon energy sourced from authoritarian states such as Saudi Arabia and Russia.

These reforms will be significant undertakings, but they are all worthwhile endeavors. Not only will these reforms enhance the potential for sanctions to alter state behavior on the world stage, they will also improve and promote good governance at home. Adopting these strategies in a coordinated fashion would work to maximize the utility of sanctions, avoid unintended and counterproductive consequences, and work to counter the rising authoritarian aggression that threatens democracies around the world.

---


2. The Current State of Sanctions

2.1 A Frequently Used but Ineffective Policy Tool

According to the U.S. Congressional Research Service, sanctions are defined as "coercive economic measures taken against a target to bring about a change in behavior." Across the pond, the EU describes sanctions as an "essential tool of the EU’s Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP)" that seeks to "bring about a change in the policy or conduct of those targeted." These unambiguous public statements illustrate that economic sanctions are a policy tool intended to alter the behavior of rogue actors on the world stage. However, sanctions do serve other purposes, including deterring states from taking certain actions, and hindering nations’ abilities to wage war. These sanctions can be levied against individuals, such as Russian oligarchs, organizations, such as Hezbollah, or nations, as the cases of Iran and Cuba exemplify.

Sanctions offer a range of options for policymakers to achieve their goals. Primary sanctions prevent citizens and companies of the nation levying the sanctions (hereafter referred to as the sender nation), with penalties such as fines or even jail time for offenders who engage in financial transactions with the target nation. Other frequently used options are visa bans, asset freezes, and arms embargos for conflict zones.

The most severe and impactful sanctions are secondary sanctions. These prevent any entity, domestic or foreign, from conducting financial transactions with the target nation. This is a tactic that has been primarily utilized by the U.S. due to its powerful status in the global financial market. The U.S. dollar is present in around 88 percent of all international foreign currency transactions, meaning that when a nation is cut off from the US financial market, they are essentially cut off from the global economy. These sanctions present nations with a simple choice: "Do business with the United States or with the sanctioned target, but not both." While the U.S. is indeed responsible for a significant amount of the excessive number of sanctions, it has hardly acted alone. Prior to the end of the Cold War, the UN had only levied comprehensive sanctions against two countries: Southern Rhodesia in 1966 and South Africa in 1977. Since the end of the Cold War, the UN has utilized sanctions more than 20 times, and 14 sanctions regimes are active today. The UN has persisted with increased use of sanctions despite the fact that, by their own admission, UN sanctions are incredibly ineffective. When it comes to "coercing a behavioral change," UN sanctions are effective around 10% of the time. While UN sanctions are slightly more effective at "constraining negative behavior," and "signaling support for international normative frameworks," they only succeed 28% and 27% of the time, respectively. These statistics beg the question — if sanctions are going to persist as a frequently used foreign policy tool, why are they so ineffective, and how can policymakers work to increase their effectiveness?

Secondary sanctions are an extreme tool with severe consequences that have been utilized by the U.S. against nations such as Cuba, North Korea, and Iran. Notably, the EU, U.S., and allies such as the U.K. implemented secondary sanctions against Russia after its invasion of Ukraine.

By attempting to punish any actor for engaging with Russia financially, the U.S., the EU, and their allies aim to completely isolate Russia financially until it ceases its invasion.

While economic sanctions have long been available to powerful nations, they have grown in use significantly since the end of the Cold War, and again after the 9/11 terrorist attacks. The increase in the use of sanctions is stark. During the 1990s and 2000s, the use of sanctions doubled from its previous number during the time period of 1950-1985. Then during the 2010s, the use of sanctions doubled again. Yet during this time period, the effectiveness of sanctions dropped significantly. Although definitive measures of sanctions success vary, historian Nicholas Mulder, author of The Economic Weapon: The Rise of Sanctions as a Tool of Modern War, has calculated that the chances of sanctions success have dropped from 35-40 percent during the period of 1985-1995, to below 20 percent in 2016.

2.2 Current Challenges

The issues challenging the effectiveness of sanctions are numerous and diverse. As previously noted, the use of sanctions has dramatically increased over the past three decades, while their effectiveness has simultaneously dropped. The inflationary utilization of sanctions has presented numerous challenges, including inadequate enforcement and targeted nations adapting their economies to their new realities. The problem of unintended consequences harming innocent civilians while also working against the stated aims of sanctions is well-documented, but a crucial one. Sanctions cannot be effective if they are not reaching their intended targets, and are often counterproductive in these instances.

An Aimless Weapon

The spike in sanctions use over the past four decades has had a significant negative impact on their effectiveness. Through this process of oversaturation, targeted nations have learned to cope with the impacts of sanctions, while also presenting new challenges for the sender nations. As the case of the U.S. portrays, there are simply too many sanctions active for the sender nation to effectively monitor and enforce, which provides further opportunity for actors to undermine sanctions and avoid their full economic impact.

Under the Trump administration, the U.S. implemented new sanctions at an unprecedented rate, with no real measure of success. In fact, even as this administration levied nearly double the amount of sanctions that the Obama administration did, this resulted in a twenty percent decline in "enforcement actions." Enforcing sanctions takes a significant amount of administrative capability and government resources, of which there are finite amounts. Thus, by consistently adding more sanctions to an already bloated list, governments are undermining their own ability to enforce already existing sanctions.

This difficulty in enforcing sanctions is a crucial weakness that undermines the potential efficacy of sanctions. When sanctions cannot be effectively enforced, this opens the possibility for targeted nations to avoid the consequences of sanctions, decreasing the incentive for these states to offer concessions. Sanctioned nations cannot avoid the intended impacts of sanctions without partners, and there are several motivations for third-party actors to assist sanctioned nations in these endeavors.

This is of course a natural weakness for sanctions – targeted nations will always seek to undermine the impacts of sanctions, and there will always be a supply of actors willing to do business with these nations. Particularly in the case of multinational corporations, “the stakes are often high enough to make the risks and potential costs of illegally violating sanctions an attractive option for at least some parties.” Apart from these intentional violators, many corporations and other actors may violate sanctions without knowing they are doing so. This is exacerbated when sanctions are implemented so frequently, and without clear communication from sender nations.

Learning to Adapt

Once countries have been sanctioned, they often seek out willing actors to undermine sanctions, rather than offering concessions. Even countries under the most intense sanctions can adapt and survive for decades. Cuba in particular has become a symbol of the failure of sanctions to effect meaningful policy concessions, having survived more than five decades of the strictest U.S. sanctions conceivable. That Cuba, a small island nation, has managed to survive as an isolated communist nation in the face of economic warfare from a global superpower is quite a feat.

By any measure of success, the U.S. sanctions against Cuba have been a failure. How exactly, has Cuba managed to adapt to some of the most devastating sanctions the U.S. has ever levied? During the Cold War, Cuba’s initial response was simple — turn to the Soviet Union for economic and material support. In 1960, the Soviet Union accounted for 2 percent of Cuban trade. Throughout the rest of the Cold War, the Soviet Union made up around 80 percent of all Cuban trade. This move fits a familiar trend. Once sanctioned nations are cut off from Western markets, they will inevitably turn towards alternative trading partners, such as the Soviet Union, or Russia and China in contemporary times.

Cuba has also utilized strategies such as “medical diplomacy” to garner international support. Cuba’s healthcare system is renowned among the Global South, and produced several COVID-19 vaccines, making it the first country in Latin America and the Caribbean to accomplish this feat. After fully vaccinating 87% of its population, Cuba has begun to export its vaccine to both regional and global allies.

Many developing and even some developed countries have struggled with vaccinating their populations, Cuba is exporting its vaccines to countries such as Vietnam, Iran, Venezuela, Mexico, and Nicaragua.

This move is the most recent in a history of Cuba’s medical diplomacy, which has allowed it to avoid complete isolation. As part of this strategy, Cuba has negotiated special bilateral agreements with 77 other nations, and over 37,000 of Cuba’s 73,000 certified physicians are working outside of Cuba.

These moves have garnered substantial support for Cuba in

international affairs, and particularly within the U.N. General Assembly. Cuba has leveraged this support effectively, as every General Assembly resolution since 1991 opposing the U.S. economic embargo has been approved.17 Through these various means, Cuba is a key example of how nations under economic sanctions can adapt and survive, ultimately resulting in the sanctions failing at their intended goal of regime change.

Much like Cuba, Iran has resorted to unconventional means in order to survive under strict sanctions. Unlike Cuba, Iran has also had to deal with sanctions from the EU, which has complicated their efforts to lessen the full brunt of these sanctions. Leading up to the signing of the Iran Nuclear Deal, also known as the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA), both the U.S. and the EU implemented stricter sanctions in the hopes of bringing Iran to the negotiating table. As a result, Iran’s yearly trade dropped by 55% to $79.7 billion from 2010 to 2015.18 Under economic siege, Iran’s regime had no other choice but to seek alternative methods to bolster its economy, especially after the U.S. pulled out of the JCPOA in 2018.

With decades of experience, Iranians have sharpened their tools to navigate economic sanctions. In Iran, “traders have developed sophisticated strategies for finding trade partners that they can exploit in circumventing sanctions and developed complicated schemes for avoiding detection.”19 Iran has managed to find numerous willing partners in this goal, most notably the United Arab Emirates (UAE). Three percent of all UAE exports are shipped to Iran, and UAE banks hold billions of Iranian dollars’ worth of assets. The UAE has also assisted with more illicit schemes, as Iran sold an estimated $13 billion worth of crude oil to China through the UAE during the first nine months of 2021.20

In addition to this trade, Iran has also developed a complex, illicit financial system that handles tens of billions of dollars in trade annually that is subject to U.S. sanctions. This financial system “comprises accounts in foreign commercial banks, proxy companies registered outside the country, firms that coordinate the banned trade, and a transaction clearinghouse within Iran.”21 To facilitate this trade, Iran has utilized 28 foreign banks in countries including China, Hong Kong, Singapore, Turkey, and the UAE. This covert financial system has enabled Iran to avoid the full brunt of the U.S. sanctions fairly successfully, with a high-ranking Iranian official bragging in January 2021 that this system facilitates up to $80 billion in trade annually.22 As a result of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine in February 2022, the U.S., the EU, and allies including Japan and South Korea implemented unprecedented sanctions on the Russian economy. Russia differs from Cuba and Iran in several ways, most notably in that the Russian economy is far more integrated with the global economy. Additionally, Russia spent several years building up its capacity to withstand sanctions following its 2014 annexation of Crimea, which led to numerous sanctions from the U.S. and European allies.

Since 2014, Russia undertook several measures to “sanctions-proof” its economy. One key move was both increasing and dramatically altering the composition of Russia’s foreign currency reserves. As of February 2021, Russia had around $631 billion in foreign currency reserves, which was the fourth largest reserve globally.23 More importantly, Russia also initiated the unusual move of replacing their U.S. dollar reserves with alternative currencies. This strategy was noteworthy because the U.S. dollar is regarded as one of the most stable assets worldwide, and as of 2021, “the dollar comprised 60 percent of globally disclosed official foreign reserves.”24 Yet Russia defied conventional economic wisdom and took a deliberate path to decrease its dependence on the U.S. dollar. In 2017 the U.S. dollar comprised more than 40 percent of Russia’s foreign currency reserves – by 2021 this number had dropped to 16 percent.25 In June of 2021, Russia also took the additional step of removing all U.S. dollars from its National Wealth Fund, which had comprised 35 percent of the total, and instead increased its holdings of euros, Chinese yuan, and gold.26

For a time, Russia’s unorthodox financial moves appeared as if they had stabilized the Russian economy, despite the existence of numerous Western sanctions still in place in the years after 2014. Russia coordinated the “doddollarization” of its economy with several notable measures meant to strengthen its economic independence. For one, Russia cut public spending and demanded its major banks and companies reduce their debt as well. The Russian government also spent “trillions of roubles on programmes to create domestic substitutes for imported goods,” while also banning food imports from the EU.27 Finally, Russia significantly altered how it invested its income from energy sales, with income above a certain amount going directly into its National Wealth Fund.28 Russia had become so adept at dealing with these sanctions that a senior advisor to the Russian central bank told the Fi-

20 Talley, “Clandestine Finance System Helped Iran Withstand Sanctions Crush, Documents Show.”
21 Ibid.
22 Ibid.
24 Bertaut, von Beschwitz, and Curcuru, “The International Role of the U.S. Dollar.”
Russia’s invasion of Ukraine in February 2022 completely changed the equation. However, in the wake of the invasion, the Russian economy was hit with far-reaching sanctions that were unprecedented, and in all likelihood exceeded President Vladimir Putin’s expectations. The decision to sanction the Central Bank of Russia signaled that the U.S. and EU were “effectively declaring financial war on Russia.”

While countries such as Venezuela and Iran have had their central banks sanctioned by the U.S. previously, this marked the first instance of a G20 central bank incurring sanctions of this magnitude. This also marked the first utilization of such sanctions against a nuclear power in the midst of an armed conflict.

With the introduction of these sanctions, the world and Russia entered unchartered territory. Although these sanctions had severe initial impacts on the Russian economy, Russia has continued to take measures to blunt the impact of these sanctions. The sanctions on Russia’s central bank effectively froze about $300 billion of the previously mentioned $630 billion foreign currency war chest, and the ruble dropped significantly in the immediate aftermath of these sanctions. In response, Russia more than doubled interest rates to 20 percent shortly after the central bank sanctions were announced, before dropping them to 17 percent on April 8. On March 23 President Putin also announced that purchases of natural gas must be conducted in rubles, yet there was a crucial loophole – gas importers could pay the Russian banks in euros or dollars, and that bank would then convert the purchases into rubles.

It is through these energy sales that Russia has managed to stave off the complete collapse of its economy. Russia has effectively tied its economy to the rest of Europe, and remained Europe’s largest gas supplier until Norway surpassed Russia in September 2022. Germany likewise heavily relied on Russia for a third of its total energy consumption and in 2020 received 58 percent of its gas from Russia. Yet Germany was hardly an outlier in Europe, as Italy also received 40 percent of its gas from Russia in 2020. These energy purchases initially continued even as Russia escalated its attacks on Ukraine, despite continued debate among European politicians. These purchases are significant. EU foreign policy chief Josep Borrell admitted in early April 2022 that Europe as a whole was spending nearly 1 billion euros a day on Russian energy. In fact, Russian exports of oil actually increased from 3.3 million barrels a day in March to 3.6 million in April, boosted by Europe’s continued purchases and increases from other countries, including Turkey and India.

---

**Chart 1 | Overview of Russian oil imports (in Billions of US Dollar from 24.02. - 03.06.2022)**

![Chart](https://foreignpolicy.com/2022/04/22/russia-war-economy-sanctions-ruble/?utm_source=PostUp&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=FP+This+Week&utm_term=41863&doc=FP+This+Week)
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Yet even as European powers publicly announced intentions to divest from Russian energy, Russia continued to export massive amounts of fossil fuels. Over the first 100 days of the invasion, Russia sold 93 billion euros worth of fossil fuel exports. While Germany’s slight reduction in Russian purchases pushed China into the top importer of Russian energy, Germany remained the second-largest importer, with Italy and the Netherlands not far behind. Only in August 2022 did Germany’s become independent from Russia as a gas supplier, around six months after Russia’s invasion of Ukraine in February 2022.

Europe’s reliance on Russian energy revealed a major contradiction in maintaining dependency upon authoritarian states for fossil fuels. Even as Europe sent massive amounts of humanitarian and military aid to Ukraine, they continued to fund the Russian war effort simultaneously. The case of sanctions against Russia is certainly a complex one that is constantly evolving. Yet this experience underscores the importance of accelerating the transition to renewable energies, while also highlighting how nations with large economies that are deeply intertwined with the global economy can utilize an array of strategies to undermine sanctions.

**Unintentional Consequences Proving Counterproductive**

While there is a wealth of literature on the devastating impact that economic sanctions can have on civilians, much of that falls outside the scope of this paper. Yet there is an aspect of civilian harm worth discussing that is quite relevant. Not only do sanctions often harm innocent civilians, these impacts often significantly undermine the stated aims of these sanctions, rendering them impotent and ineffective.

Following the beginning of Syria’s civil war, many Western democracies implemented harsh sanctions on Bashar al-Assad’s regime after it had committed numerous human rights atrocities. While the U.S. had maintained some form of sanctions on Syria since 1979, American sanctions against Syria in 2011 dramatically escalated. These new sanctions restricted most trade with Syria, with trade equaling $900 million in 2010 dropping to below $60 million annually after 2012. The EU also implemented their own unilateral sanctions in 2011, although these are more targeted in nature than the American sanctions.

These sanctions have the intended goal of holding the Assad regime and its enablers accountable for well-documented human rights abuses, but they have also had a devastating impact on the Syrian economy and civilians. This result directly contradicts the explicitly stated aims of the State Department, which claims that the sanctions implemented by 2019 Caesar Act “are not intended to harm the Syrian people, but rather to promote accountability for the Assad regime’s violence and destruction.”

Yet these sanctions are indeed harming Syrian civilians, and in the process hindering the prospects of truly holding the Assad regime accountable. By restricting trade of crucial and necessary goods into Syria, the sanctions increased the “transaction costs” for importing goods, which increased prices in the domestic market. These increased transaction costs also provided a lucrative market for smugglers, which in turn profited numerous armed groups operating in Syria – some of which included armed terrorist and jihadist groups that controlled border crossings, as well as forces supporting the Syrian government. These increased costs were then pushed onto the civilian population, which ultimately diminished their “capacity of resistance to oppression.” Meanwhile, instead of inflicting punishment on the Assad regime, the Syrian government looks more stable now than at any point in the last decade, with numerous Arab governments seeking to normalize ties with Syria.

Syria is far from an isolated incident. In Colombia, after endorsing and expending hundreds of millions of dollars supporting negotiations between the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) and the Colombian government, the U.S. continued to maintain sanctions against former FARC members until late 2021. These sanctions proved problematic for several reasons. Take the case of Pablo Catatumbo, who “accepted responsibility for kidnappings and killings by his guerrillas, apologized to the victims, became a member of a legal political party and was elected a senator in the country’s Congress,” yet was still designated a terrorist by the U.S. as of October 2021.

The U.S. sanctions had severe consequences on Catatumbo and his fellow former combatants. Catatumbo was forced to resign as a legal representative of his political party and from his coffee start-up that assists former combatants in rejoining Colombian society. U.S. officials were barred from working with former FARC combatants and could not fund programs “aimed at advancing the peace accords in which former combatants participate or benefit.” Although the U.S. holds a vested interest in the success of the Colombian peace process, it maintained sanctions against former

---
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FARC members until November 2021 that severely hindered the peace process in its early phase. 48

These unintended consequences are a natural development in cases where sanctions are utilized without proper planning, analysis, and monitoring. Whether in Syria, Cuba, or Russia, the implementation of sanctions will always carry the risk of such consequences undermining the stated aims of said sanctions. In these instances, sanctions are not only harming innocent civilians, but also the national interests of the sender nations. However, with the proper reforms, these unintended consequences can be mitigated, which will avoid both unnecessary suffering and counterproductive measures that undermine the interests of liberal democracies.

3. Looking Forward

3.1 Fighting the Inflationary Use of Sanctions

Like a once-favored kitchen knife that is rusty and dull from overuse, sanctions as a policy tool are growing increasingly ineffective. This is compounded by the fact that once sanctions are implemented, they are incredibly difficult to revoke. While taking the following steps to curb the excessive utilization of sanctions will not be a simple task, if democracies intend to continue utilizing sanctions to combat authoritarianism, these steps are indeed necessary.

Limiting the Sanctions Urge

While this recommendation may seem elementary, simply restricting the future use of sanctions would go a long way toward addressing this issue. More specifically, ensuring that sanctions fit the intended goals of sender nations, rather than sanctioning first and asking questions later, would be a drastic improvement. Not all authoritarian regimes are alike, and tailoring sanctions to these individual nations, while also implementing regular monitoring and evaluation, can help sender nations ensure maximum effectiveness of sanctions. Economic sanctions are not a panacea that will immediately hold bad actors accountable — understanding the limits of sanctions are crucial to increasing their efficiency as well.

Understanding, and more importantly, clearly communicating, the sender nation’s goals when levying sanctions against other nations is a crucial first step. Are these sanctions seeking regime change, to penalize bad actors, or policy concessions? Each scenario will require a different strategy in order to maximize the potential of achieving these aims. For example, sanctions aimed at preventing regimes from acquiring nuclear weapons will have a different impact than sanctions designed to initiate democratization in authoritarian states.

While some have argued that sanctions can increase authoritarian repression, there is in fact evidence that democratic sanctions can have a positive impact. Utilizing data from UN, EU, and U.S. sanctions, Christian von Soest and Michael Wahman found a “significant positive relationship” between democratic sanctions and the probability of authoritarian rulers losing power. 49 However, the authors cautioned that democratic sanctions “rarely manage to instantly create liberal democracies,” but rather often immediately lead to “some form of electoral authoritarianism.” 50 This increased chance of democratization normally occurred in two forms — that of elite supporters turning on the ruling party and forcing a ruler exit, or the regime offering democratic concessions and remaining in power. 51

Delving further into how sanctions can impact authoritarian regimes, the type of authoritarian regime under sanctions is a key component to success. Abel Escribà-Folch and Joseph Wright found that authoritarian regimes with personalist rulers are more susceptible to sanctions, while nations with strong institutions, such as one-party regimes or military regimes, are better able to consolidate power. This conclusion is due to several factors, including that personalist regimes often feature weak institutions, which means that these rulers are less able to effectively pay off their key constituents after experiencing a massive reduction in revenue. As for military and one-party regimes, they can even increase their revenue by “shifting fiscal pressure from one stream to an alternative one,” usually taxing goods and services at a higher rate, effectively shifting the sanctions burden onto civilians, while also increasing repression to counter any rising domestic opposition. 52

Tailoring sanctions to fit varying types of authoritarian regimes is crucial for sender nations, as these sanctions can often have counterproductive results. Sanctions against personalist regimes more than doubled the likelihood that the ruler would be removed from power. In contrast, sanctions

50 Ibid.
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against military regimes actually decreased the likelihood of a change in power by 7-13%. Further, Escribá-Folch and Wright found that nations with significant oil revenues are better able to withstand sanctions. The current case of Russian sanctions will be a fascinating test of these findings, as Russia is a state with both a personalist ruler and weak institutions, but also with massive energy reserves that President Putin has effectively weaponized to maintain his country’s economy.

In addition to considering what types of regime to sanction, sender nations should also seek to attach clear policy objectives to each sanction, and communicate these clearly with the targeted nation. As sanctions expert Daniel Drezner argues, “Economic coercion works best when the state imposing the sanctions is unambiguous about the conditions under which they will be threatened, enacted, and lifted.” This means setting clear parameters for when sanctions will be implemented, and what steps that sanctioned nations can take to have the sanctions removed. If sanctions are in place for decades with no end in sight, there can hardly be any realistic hope that policy changes will bring sanctions relief. Instead, nations will seek to adapt and undermine sanctions.

One of the accompanying issues is that sanctions have proven to be incredibly difficult to remove in some democracies. In the U.S. for example, removing sanctions can be seen as a sign of weakness, which can make removing them a convoluted process. One solution to this problem is to enact built-in expiration dates on sanctions that can be renewed automatically if necessary. This could also work in reverse, with time-limited sanctions relief offered in response to policy concessions. In this way, governments will have “designed a built-in process for retaining leverage” over nations they are sanctioning. There is precedent for both of these measures, as the U.S. provided an initial 6 months of sanctions relief that became 18 months after Belarus released political prisoners and held elections in 2015. Similarly, EU sanctions on Syria require an annual renewal or else they will expire.

While ensuring sanctions have clear policy objectives and do not become perpetual punishments may seem like common sense, this is not currently the case. The U.S. admitted as much in its October 2021 sanctions review conducted by the Treasury Department. In the review’s recommendations for the future, “adopting a structured policy framework that links sanctions to a clear policy objective,” was listed as the first recommendation, implying that this was not already a guideline for sanctions implementation. While this begs the question what exactly U.S. government officials were previously taking into consideration when levying sanctions, the fact this weakness has been recognized is a sign for optimism.

Ultimately, the universal logic that flexibility and communication are crucial to success also applies to sanctions. Communicating the reasoning and purpose behind sanctions will provide the targeted nations with guidelines for why they are sanctioned, and what steps they can take to achieve sanctions relief. Ensuring sanctions have clear strategic goals will not only limit the inflationary use of sanctions that has dulled their impact, but will also increase the likelihood that sanctioned nations will offer concessions to improve their economic performance.

These steps will have the added benefit of dramatically improving the efficiency of enforcing sanctions. Clear communication of the purpose of sanctions will help ensure that actors do not inadvertently violate sanctions, and also help solve the problem of “overcompliance” from banks and firms wishing to operate in sanctioned markets. If private sector actors are aware of what sanctioned nations must do to have sanctions removed, they will have less reservations about reentering these markets after sanctions have been lifted. This will not only provide more economic markets for the sending nations, but will also provide an increased economic boom for the sanctioned nations, vindicating their decisions to acquiesce to the sanctions. If implemented correctly, these reforms will not only reduce the bloated list of economic sanctions implemented by liberal democracies, but also increase the efficiency of sanctions.

3.2 Avoiding Counterproductive Consequences

As previously discussed, unintended consequences are a serious barrier to success when implementing sanctions. Not only do these unintended consequences often result in harming innocent civilians rather than the intended targets, they also undermine and work counter to the stated aims of sanctions. In a more recent example, Russian expats living in the U.K. attempting to send money to Ukrainian refugees were blocked by the Western sanctions against Russia. Limiting impacts like these would severely enhance the effectiveness of sanctions, with the added benefit of sparing innocent civilians around the world from punishment for their leaders’ actions.

Increasing Transparency and Simplifying Procedures

This recommendation goes in tandem with the previously stated goal of increased communication. Sanctions are often an
opaque and complex abstract, even for experts with years of experience. In the U.S., sanctions can be implemented from either Congress, the Treasury, State Department, or a combination of the three. Navigating these avenues of power and bureaucracy can prove nearly impossible, especially for smaller NGOs working in conflict zones that feature sanctioned nations or groups. With the penalties for violating sanctions often in the hundreds of thousands of dollars, if not more, these NGOs are often forced to leave these zones entirely, which has severe consequences for civilians.

There are concrete steps that sender nations can take to improve transparency and make this process smoother and less complex, however. Simply put, nations levying sanctions can be more proactive in publishing clear guidelines on who is sanctioned, why the sanctions are in place, and what is allowed under these sanctions. One of the most impactful and straightforward steps is creating a contact or office solely responsible for handling humanitarian requests. While the EU does have a “contact point for humanitarian aid,” a similar office is sorely lacking in the U.S. Further, this EU contact website only offers an email address for humanitarian organizations to contact. The situations on the ground in conflict zones are often quick-moving, requiring flexibility and swift responses to save lives. Implementing a fully-functioning, rapid-response office dedicated to coordinating with humanitarian organizations would address this issue and prevent unnecessary suffering.

Increasing access for NGOs and civil society organizations will not only benefit civilians, but can also help put pressure on the government and elite members of society that are usually the intended targets of sanctions. Utilizing international aid data and V-Dem democracy scores, Paulina Pospieszna and Patrick M. Weber found that “when aid channeled through NGOs and the civil society is combined with democratic sanctions, there is a significantly positive effect on the level of democratization.” Analysis of data from 199 counties from 1989 to 2015 found that when combined with sanctions “aid channeled through the public sector has a negative effect on changes in the V-Dem democracy score.” Conversely, “the coefficient of the interaction between sanctions and aid channeled through NGOs and the civil society is positive.” Through a combination of sanctions and aid effectively funneled to NGOs and civil society, liberal democracies can exert pressure from above and below on authoritarian regimes, contributing to a higher chance of success for democratization.

As for other simplifying measures, ensuring that remittances from family members can reach sanctioned nations would provide a big boost to civilians. As discussed in the case of Syria, when sanctions gut a nation’s middle class, these civilians are pushed into poverty, resulting in their reliance upon the state for basic needs. The inevitable result is that the vast majority of citizens in these nations are barely surviving and hardly in a position to protest for change. Even if remittances are technically exempt from sanctions, “Banks and other financial institutions operating in sanctioned countries often lose their ability, or will, to facilitate remittances due to fear of violating sanctions.” Issuing clear guidance and facilitating these remittances would help decrease the chances of sanctions leading to humanitarian disasters, and increase the chances for the population to pressure the government from below.

Improving Cross-Border Coordination

While the quick and united methods in which Western democracies and their allies imposed sanctions on Russia in early 2022 was impressive, this is not always the case. Sanctions have often been levied in uneven and uncoordinated methods, resulting in gaps in enforcement and confusion among the private sector over what is actually allowed in sanctioned nations.

In this regard, the U.S. is often the culprit, acting unilaterally to levy sanctions, which has often resulted in friction with its European allies. The decisions to pull out of the JCPOA and sanction Venezuela during the Trump years created a major strategic gap between traditional allies, costing European firms millions of dollars. These unilateral moves were so damaging that European countries attempted to create a workaround to the Iranian sanctions called the Instrument in Support of Trade Exchanges, or INSTEX, to facilitate trade with Iran. While this effort was ultimately unsuccessful, the tensions between the EU and US reached such heights that in December 2020 EU Foreign Policy Chief Josep Borrell Fontelles openly questioned the future of the U.S. dollar, saying that “we need to develop the international role of the euro, to avoid being forced to break our own laws under the weight of secondary sanctions.”

Fortunately these issues should be easily resolved. While there is always the threat of future politicians seeking to undermine the transatlantic relationship, the response to Russia underscores that the U.S., EU, and their fellow democratic allies such as Japan, Australia, and South Korea can act in a coordinated and swift manner when necessary.
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However, the EU has come under considerable criticism for its disjointed response to Russia, issuing dozens of sanctions yet continuing to purchase massive amounts of Russian energy. In the future, nations should work to coordinate with allies before implementing sanctions to ensure maximum impact of sanctions, and to prevent confusion for private sector firms and NGOs operating in the sanctioned nations.

### 3.3 Addressing Domestic Vulnerabilities

While the previous recommendations should improve sanctions efficiency, sanctions alone will not suffice to counter the growing wave of authoritarianism present on the global stage. To truly combat this threat, liberal democracies must lead by example and address domestic failings. Not only will this improve home governance, but these changes will serve as models for nations around the world seeking to implement similar reforms.

**Fighting Dirty Money and Corruption at Home and Abroad**

One of the unpleasant truths that the sanctions against Russia uncovered was how complicit Western democracies have been in assisting Russian oligarchs at hiding their money. Switzerland, the U.K., and the U.S. have all been exposed as safe havens for the world’s elite seeking to conceal their wealth. While many leaders have been keen to play a blind eye in the past, the Russian invasion of Ukraine has illuminated this issue, highlighting the urgent need for change.

The ease with which Russian, and other, wealthy global elite have managed to hide their wealth in Western democracies should be a major concern. In the U.K. alone, there is an estimated $1.5 billion worth of U.K. property owned by Russians accused of financial crime or with links to the Kremlin. In the U.S., states including Delaware and South Dakota have been exposed as willing tax shelters for those seeking to hide money. According to the Pandora Papers, South Dakota alone is home to some $367 billion in assets stored in blind trusts.

According to the Tax Justice Network, these trusts involve a legal structure where a person (called the settlor) transfers assets to a trustee, who will hold the (trusted) assets under their name and manage them according to the settlor’s directions in favour of the beneficiaries appointed by the settlor.

Allowing corruption of this nature to take place in one’s borders is a massive security risk, and a practice that should be stopped immediately. Taking steps to ensure that the owners of these trusts are publicly known and require financial firms to conduct due diligence on investors is simple and crucial steps to fighting this vulnerability. By cutting off this particular avenue, tax-evaders and bad actors such as Russian oligarchs will be less likely to successfully evade sanctions.

**Accelerating the Transition to Renewable Energy**

In addition to the prevalence of corruption undermining democracies, the extent to which these democracies rely upon oil-rich authoritarian states has been brutally exposed in the course of the Russia-Ukraine war. Europe’s dependence upon Russian energy has severely undercut the potential for sanctions to fully impact the Russian economy, and Europe is in a sense funding the Russian war machine while arming the Ukrainian one.

Yet Russia is not the only state that democracies rely upon. Saudi Arabia, the world’s largest oil exporter, wields massive influence over oil prices, and is also notorious for its human rights abuses. Outside its own borders, Saudi Arabia has been waging a violent war in Yemen, which the UN describes as the “world’s largest humanitarian crisis.” Continuing to rely on fossil fuels means inevitably relying on authoritarian nations such as Russia and Saudi Arabia for energy needs. Even for net-exporting nations such as the U.S., Saudi Arabia’s influence over oil production and prices means that the U.S. is inherently dependent upon Saudi Arabia. This weakness was publicly exploited when Saudi Arabia led OPEC+ to cut oil production in October 2022, despite public calls from the U.S. for just the opposite action. That this came mere months after President Biden’s well-publicized trip to Saudi Arabia only added salt to the wounds.

If the looming climate crisis was not reason enough, the Russian invasion should be a catalyst for change for all liberal democracies. The geopolitical implications of the transition to renewable energies are now obvious and must become a priority. Achieving energy independence is not only a smart domestic policy, but achieving this energy through renewable energies is crucial to ensuring a livable planet for future generations. While this transition will not be an easy undertaking, delaying the inevitable has gone on long enough. Investing properly in solar, wind, and other renewable energies while ending government subsidies for fossil fuel industries are just some of the first steps governments should take. There is a long way to go, but this endeavor is one of the most crucial reforms that must be undertaken.

---


4. Conclusion

For all their flaws, sanctions are capable of affecting change on the global stage. When implemented correctly, they have the capacity to combat authoritarianism through inducing policy concessions and punishing bad actors. Decades of misuse and overuse have severely impacted the efficiency of sanctions, but this cycle does not have to continue.

With the proper reforms in both domestic and foreign policy, liberal democracies can utilize sanctions to counter the growing wave of authoritarianism. Limiting the use of sanctions and attaching clear strategic goals will facilitate the removal of sanctions when conditions have been met, and make sanctioned nations more likely to negotiate in good faith.

Communicating and working with NGOs can prevent unnecessary human suffering and also apply more pressure on sanctioned governments. Finally, undertaking long-overdue domestic reforms, such as fighting corruption and transitioning to renewable energies will not only improve governance at home, but serve as leading examples for the world. These reforms will not be easy, but nothing worth doing is.